
NITRAZINC-LUQSA

COMPOSITION
6% total nitric nitrogen (N) by weight. 
15% water-soluble zinc (Zn) by weight in mineral form.

USES
NITRAZINC-LUQSA is a fertilizer that provides and corrects zinc (Zn) deficiencies in all types of crop and can be applied both 
as foliar and as radicular. Zinc intervenes in the growth of the plant, takes part in the formation of auxins and intervenes in the 
synthesis of nucleic acids, proteins and vitamin C. 
NITRAZINC-LUQSA also provides nitrogen in a way that reinforces the activity of the zinc (nitrogen forms part of amino acids, 
proteins and chlorophyll).

DOSES AND HOW TO USE
The most suitable time of year for its application is when the plant begins its vegetative growth and/or when it displays 
deficiency problems.
Foliar application: 100-150 cc/hl of water. Depending on the intensity of the deficiency, 2 to 3 sprays with an interval of 20 
days at the start of vegetation and before summer buddings in fruit and citrus trees are advisable.
Application on the soil: spray directly on the soil, irrigating immediately after so that the product reaches the roots more 
easily.
The orientative doses are:  Nurseries and low plants 5-15 cc/plant.
   Young trees  15-30 cc/tree.
   Adult trees  30-60 cc/tree.
Application by fertigation: applied together with the irrigation water at a dose of 4-8 l/ha and application depending on 
the scale of the deficiency, 4-6 treatments throughout the crop cycle will be necessary, for fruit and citrus trees, not exceeding 
the concentration of 0.1% under any circumstances.

USAGE PRECAUTIONS
The product is slightly corrosive, so we recommend avoiding direct contact with it. Contact with the eyes or skin may cause 
irritation.
Do not mix with coppers, oils, mineral acids or lime sulphur.
It is advisable to avoid application at times of extreme temperatures.
In foliar applications, it can be mixed with all of the more commonly used plant protection products
For more information, please consult our Agronomy Technical Department.
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